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Request for Proposal: 
Update of NAHMA’s Certified Professional of OccupancyTM (CPOTM) Course 

To Incorporate HOTMA Regulations 
 
 
RFP Overview 
 
The National Affordable Housing Management Association (NAHMA) plans to update its 
Certified Professional of OccupancyTM (CPOTM) Course to incorporate requirements of the 
Housing Opportunity Through Modernization Act (HOTMA). To do so requires outsourcing the 
revision project to an occupancy compliance specialist who will update the NAHMA CPO 
Course to reflect HUD’s HOTMA regulatory guidance and requirements.  
 
The CPO HOTMA update project will incorporate two phases: 
 
1) Phase 1: Once the contractor is selected through the RFP process, within 30 days, the 
contractor will provide HOTMA Training Materials that are organized to match the chapters in 
the CPO Course Manual, so that a CPO trainer can use the materials as supplemental aids in 
teaching the CPO Course in the interim while the actual course manual and training PowerPoint 
(PPT) are being updated (phase 2). These Training Materials would include written materials that 
explain the new HOTMA requirements, and that indicate which chapters/sections of the current 
CPO Course Manual are now superseded by the new HOTMA guidance; they will also include 
PPT slides that correspond with and explain the new HOTMA guidance written materials. (These 
slides will be in the same format/template as the existing CPO Trainer PPT.) 
 
As part of this phase 1, the contractor will review current CPO quizzes and the final exam and 
mark questions / answers that are no longer accurate given HOTMA requirements, and provide 
these notes to a NAHMA task force. 
 
2) Phase 2: Subsequently, by July 12, 2024, the contractor will incorporate into the existing CPO 
Course Manual, in Microsoft Word, all of the HOTMA regulatory changes, replacing existing 
course language with new HOTMA language, via a Track Changes process that allows the work 
to be reviewed and approved by a NAHMA task force. This step will also include incorporation 
of HOTMA PPT slides into the existing CPO Trainer PPT, in a sequence that matches the 
material covered in the CPO Course manual. This also applies to updating CPO quizzes and the 
final exam so that all questions / answers are accurate given HOTMA requirements (again, these 
edits would be made via Track Changes for review by a NAHMA task force). 
 
The purpose of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to solicit occupancy compliance specialists 
that desire to undertake the work outlined in this RFP and that can commit to satisfy NAHMA’s 
requirements and timeline as outlined in this RFP.  
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About NAHMA 
 
NAHMA is the leading voice for the affordable housing management industry, promoting 
developing, managing and preserving quality affordable multifamily housing. NAHMA 
advocates for legislative and regulatory policy and provides affordable housing professionals 
with the knowledge to advance excellence in the communities they serve. NAHMA’s 
membership represents 75% of the affordable housing industry and includes its most 
distinguished multifamily owners and management companies. Visit www.nahma.org for more 
information. 
 
Scope of Work 
  
The purpose of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to solicit occupancy compliance specialists 
that desire to undertake the work outlined in this RFP and that can commit to satisfy NAHMA’s 
requirements and timeline as outlined in this RFP. Steps in the updating project include in part: 
 
 Submit a draft of HOTMA Training Materials as outlined in the description of Phase 1 on the 

previous page, within 30 days of executing a contract with NAHMA. These draft materials 
would be reviewed by a NAHMA task force. 

 Dialogue with the NAHMA task force on the draft HOTMA Training Materials provided in 
Phase 1, and incorporate all mutually agreed upon changes in the draft materials to make 
them final, within 15 days of receiving final changes. 

 Submit a draft of the revised CPO Course Manual and PPT edits, including quizzes and 
exam, using Track Changes, as outlined in the description of Phase 2 on the previous page, 
by July 12, 2024. These draft materials would be reviewed by a NAHMA task force. 

 As part of the previous step of revising the CPO Course Manual, all changes should be 
incorporated in the CPO Course Manual so they are consistent with the existing format of the 
course manual, and so that the presentation and format of the existing manual is preserved. 

 Dialogue with the NAHMA task force on the draft revised CPO Course manual, PPT edits 
and edited quizzes and exam provided in Phase 2, and incorporate all mutually agreed upon 
changes in the draft materials to make them final, within 30 days of receiving final changes. 
  

 
NAHMA Support 
 
NAHMA will administratively support the contractor as follows: 
 
 Provide an electronic copy of the CPO training Course manual, PPT, course curriculum, 

quizzes and final examination. 
 Assume liaison role in coordinating dialogue with NAHMA task force reviewing the draft 

materials. 
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RFP Procedures 
 
RFP responses should address the following criteria, which will be carefully assessed during the 
review process: 
 
 Contractor’s credentials in the area of occupancy compliance  
 Ability to meet specific deadlines outlined in the RFP and the contract executed between 

NAHMA and the contractor 
 Itemized costs for all services 
 References applicable to expertise in occupancy compliance 

 
 
RFP Timeline 
 
Date Activity 

 

Feb. 9, 2024 RFP published and announced  

Mar. 1, 2024 RFP responses due 

Mar. 15, 2024 NAHMA staff review of proposals and selection of 
contractor  

Mar. 29, 2024 Execution of contract with NAHMA 

Apr. 30, 2024 

May 20, 2024 

Phase 1 materials due from contractor to NAHMA 

Phase 1 materials final and in circulation to AHMAs and 
trainers 

July 12, 2024 Phase 2 materials due from contractor to NAHMA 

Aug. 16, 2024 

 

Sept. 16, 2024 

Feedback from NAHMA on Phase 2 materials and 
discussion, finalization of mutually agreeable changes to be 
made by contractor 
 
Phase 2 materials final and in circulation to AHMAs and 
trainers 

 

Please e-mail responses to or questions regarding this RFP to: Brenda Moser, Vice President, 
Membership Services, at brenda.moser@nahma.org.  
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Request for Proposal: 
Update of NAHMA’s Certified Professional of OccupancyTM (CPOTM) Course 

To Incorporate HOTMA Regulations  
 

Contractor’s Qualifications 
 

Please provide answers to the following questions in as efficient a manner as possible. 
 
GENERAL COMPANY INFORMATION 
 
1) Provide a brief history of your company, including the number of years your firm has been in 

business and the number of years of experience in the affordable housing industry and 
updating course or training materials.  

 
2) Describe your company’s mission. 
 
3) Provide a brief summary of your company’s operations, including your organizational 

structure. 
 
4) How many employees work for your company and how many would be dedicated to this 

project? 
 
5) Provide a partial list of your company’s customers and the type of services that you provide 

them.   
 
 
EXPERIENCE 
 
6) Describe your company’s experience with similar programs/projects. 
 
7) Describe your company’s experience, if applicable, in updating course materials, 

curriculums, and examinations for associations (or others).   
 
8) Do you currently service any other affordable housing associations or customers of 

affordable housing associations? 
 
9) Do you offer any feature(s) that might be unique to the affordable housing association 

community? 
 
10) What distinguishes your company and your products from your competition? 
 
 
PROJECT - SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
 
11) Provide a detailed description of how you plan to accomplish the updating of NAHMA’s 

CPO Course in a manner that matches the requested two phase approached outlined in the 
RFP, with the timeline listed in the Scope of Work on page 3. 
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12) Describe your process for responding to information requests and updates. 
 
13) Please provide your proposed fee for updating NAHMA’s CPO Course, as outlined in the 

descriptions of Phase 1 and Phase 2, and the Scope of Work. Please provide an itemized 
breakdown of fees (i.e., costs of the different phases, with details included) that sums to a 
total fee to be charged. 

 
 
REFERENCES 
 
14) Please list the organization name, contact person, email address and telephone number of 

three (3) references for similar occupancy compliance training projects, as well as a brief 
description of each project.  

 
 
OTHER 
 
15) Provide any other information that you believe is pertinent to this Request for Proposal.  


